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The 2002 release is a laminated,
soft cover, 176 page edition,
originally retailing for $19.95,
but is currently out of print
and not sold retail.
Since many pages were cut from
this edition to make room for new
information in the third edition,
there is information about copiers
and heat sensitive technologies
found here that is not included in
2008 edition.
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The revolutionary Mounting
And Laminating Handbook
series continued with the second
edition launch in 2002.
By learning basic mounting
techniques including
pre-mounting, multiple bites,
color tinting, and fabric wrapping,
allows for applying the techniques
to individual framing jobs rather
than specific projects. Broken into
understandable chapters, this
edition covers the basics of TTPM;
adhesives and substrates; wet,
spray, and pressure-sensitive
techniques; dry mounting,
cold mounting and laminating.
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Creative Mounting, Wrapping
And Laminating is the must have
companion to The Mounting And
Laminating Handbook, Third
Edition, written for innovative
and creative picture framers who
are looking to achieve the most in
creativity and profit from their dry
mount equipment.
Once there is an understanding of
mounting and laminating basics,
then applying them to decorative
papers, fabrics and foamboard
allows for the ultimate in custom
framing in design and creativity.
This 2000 release is a laminated,
soft cover,176 page edition,
that retails for $19.95.
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The Mounting And Laminating
Handbook, Third Edition
2008 includes expanded contents
and cross-referenced index;
while featuring new cold mounting
and laminating chapters covering
starch hinges, kozo backing,
encapsulation, sink mounting,
face mounting, sponge mounting,
linen backing, digital canvases,
inkjet receptor layers,
roller laminators, and how to
select the correct equipment
suited to your operation.
When the M&LH, Third Edition
was written there were nearly
30 pages cut from the second edition
and another 20 were added to create
the third edition--for a total of nearly
50 additional pages of new products,
condition reports
and digital material.
M&LH, Third Edition is a
soft cover, 192 page edition,
that retails for $24.95.
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